
In May 2017, amid yet
another intense national debate about increasing troops in Afghanistan,
President Donald Trump asked Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), “How does
this end?” Graham answered, “It never ends.” Soon after, Vice President Mike
Pence implored Graham to give Trump an off-ramp, some kind of exit strategy.
According to Bob Woodward, Graham responded, “It would never end.”1

Until Trump’s 2020 troop reduction and, especially, President Joe Biden’s
2021 decision to end combat operations entirely, Graham’s counsel seemed al-
most prophetic. Despite long-standing countervailing pressures at home
(e.g., lobbying by advocates of restraint, public disdain for the war, as well
as the pro-withdrawal sentiments of Biden and his two immediate predeces-
sors), the United States stayed in Afghanistan for two decades.2 What sus-
tained this war for so long, and what allowed Trump to begin and Biden to
complete the drawdown?

Conventional arguments in international relations about geopolitics, elites
(e.g., “the Blob”),3 and partisanship struggle to answer these questions.
Given these shortcomings, this article turns to a new theory of war duration to
explain the length and end of the U.S. war in Afghanistan. The approach cen-
ters, at the broadest level, on collective national will or purpose. It does so,
more speciªcally, by focusing primary causal attention on a largely under-
appreciated yet historically important factor in U.S. foreign policy: strate-
gic narratives.4
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I deªne strategic narratives as collective national or public-level stories that
form out of and center around traumatic events for a group. These events
come to be viewed in existential terms as a danger to the national way of life.
By collective, I mean that narratives are properties of groups or social facts,
like culture. For a nation-state, a narrative becomes collectively salient because
it restores order by explaining the pain, assigning blame, and, most impor-
tantly, setting lessons going forward to avoid a return to the pain of the past.
These lessons are often reºected in a simple mantra—such as “No More
Vietnams” or “Stop Terrorism”—that takes on a life of its own in ways that
determine national interests to pursue abroad and shape policy debates
over time.5

This article focuses on one especially important type of strategic narrative—
the liberal narrative—in the history of U.S. foreign policy. A robust liberal nar-
rative is distinguished by its lesson, notably the need to safeguard liberal
political order abroad, “either by promotion (i.e., expanding democracy and
liberal rights) or protection (i.e., preventing the spread of counter-ideologies
to liberalism).”6 The liberal narrative manifests in temporally unique vari-
ants such as the anti-fascist narrative of the 1930s and 1940s and the anti-
communist narrative during the Cold War. With lessons to defend freedom
and stop counter-ideologies from spreading, both shared a commitment to
protect liberal political order, making them “liberal narratives.”7

Historically, liberal narratives like these affect policy through the contested
nature of democratic politics. At key decision points about the use of force,
powerful narratives augment in predictable ways some voices over others
in policy debates. Speciªcally, by tapping into or drawing upon the lessons of a
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prevailing narrative, agents gain inºuence by building policy discourses that
increase leaders’ perceived audience costs, which are deªned as the “domes-
tic political price” that leaders pay for choices that are at odds with strong
public preferences.8 Given a narrative’s public salience, leaders fear potential
electoral or policy losses and, in turn, tend to bring their decisions in line
with these narrative-augmented discourses, sometimes against their bet-
ter judgment.9

This strategic-narrative argument helps explain the length and end of the
U.S. war in Afghanistan. The severity of the September 11 terrorist attacks cou-
pled with the frequency of follow-on attacks globally by al-Qaeda and the
Islamic State (ISIS) into the late 2010s generated and sustained a powerful col-
lective story across the U.S. body politic of missed opportunities by U.S. lead-
ers and a lesson to combat terrorism abroad. This anti-terrorism narrative is
the most recent variant of a robust liberal narrative in the U.S. policy process.
At various decision points, the narrative created space for promoters of war
(especially in the U.S. military) to generate discourses that raised audience
costs of inaction and politically boxed in presidents to sustain or expand the
U.S. war in Afghanistan. Concerns about looking “soft” and not measuring up
to narrative standards shaped the decisions of both President Barack Obama
and Trump (early in his term) to stay engaged militarily. In recent years, narra-
tive measures show that as the severity and frequency of terrorist attacks re-
ceded (i.e., collapse of the ISIS caliphate, absence of severe al-Qaeda attacks),
the anti-terrorism narrative also lost policy salience. Moderators (in this case,
civilian leaders and policy experts) gained leverage, audience costs of inaction
declined, and restraint gained traction in policy debates. Like event-driven
narrative dynamics (i.e., following the killing of Osama bin Laden) that al-
lowed Obama to withdraw from Iraq in 2011, the national sense of purpose in
Afghanistan waned, creating political space for Trump to decrease troops and
for Biden to end the war entirely.

The strategic-narrative argument builds upon and ªlls important gaps in ex-
isting scholarship. In contrast to standard rationalist accounts, it explores the
social construction of audience costs and offers new insights into how narra-
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tives shape policy outcomes. The argument also turns to the framework of
cultural trauma to explain strategic narratives more systematically.10 In con-
trast to some accounts that focus primarily on inºuential agents to explain
how narratives form and endure, trauma theory draws primary attention to
the importance of events (e.g., September 11). When collectively viewed as exi-
stentially dangerous, these events spark new narratives such as the anti-
terrorism narrative. Similar follow-on events over time re-traumatize the na-
tion, helping maintain the salience of the narrative as a lodestar for foreign
policy for years or even decades on end. Among other things, this trauma
framework best accounts for the long-standing vitality of the anti-terrorism
narrative in U.S. politics that other arguments about narratives struggle
to explain.

This article turns ªrst to conventional explanations, speciªcally arguments
centered on potential changes in Afghanistan’s geostrategic value to the
United States, the shifting partisan preferences of different presidential ad-
ministrations, variation in elite ideological or consensus-based pressures,
and shifts in civil-military relations. The second and third sections detail the
strategic-narrative argument and methods. Sections four through six present
the Afghanistan case studies. The article concludes with policy implications.

Existing Explanations for Why the U.S. War in Afghanistan Ended

The war in Afghanistan was the centerpiece of U.S. forever wars across the
ªrst two decades of the 2000s. Presidents Obama, Trump, and Biden con-
ducted major policy reviews early in their administrations. The ªrst two opted
against withdrawal and increased troops instead—Obama by 30,000 in 2009
and Trump by 4,000 in 2017. Three years later, Trump began—and Biden
completed—the withdrawal. What explains this change?

Standard explanations struggle to answer this question. Realists see no
geostrategic value in nation-building wars like Afghanistan. Although the end
of the war makes sense to realists, its duration does not.11 Partisan arguments
offer no clear explanation either—Obama (D) continued President George W.
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Bush’s (R) policy that Trump (R) also initially followed before shifting to with-
drawal, which Biden (D) elected to continue.12 Elite-based arguments fare
poorly, too. For those who focus on elite ideology, reduced elite ideological
concerns about Afghanistan over the past decade (e.g., Obama on the overre-
action to September 11 and talks of terrorism as nonexistential) should have
meant that the United States ended the war years ago. Therefore, why the
United States stayed so long and what changed to allow Biden to leave when
others could not is puzzling.13 This is not to say that ideology is irrelevant; it
affects how narratives form, but in ways that the narrow focus in extant work
on elites alone does not capture well.14 Alternatively, some scholars argue that
a powerful establishment consensus aimed at sustaining U.S. “liberal hegem-
ony” explains U.S. wars in the Middle East. In short, elites want forever wars
and get what they want.15 But if this theory is correct, then how did Biden end
the war? As a constant, establishment consensus cannot explain this, nor can it
explain many other decisions for retrenchment, such as Obama’s choice in
2011 to withdraw all troops from Iraq and his refusal to enforce the Syrian “red
line” in 2014.

Finally, I suggest that the strongest conventional argument comes from the
civil-military relations literature. When the military enters the political fray
with dire public warnings of danger ahead for the nation, some scholars argue
that civil-military relations tilt toward the military in ways that often lead to
strategically suboptimal outcomes, such as continuing stalemated forever
wars. In contrast, these kinds of wars result in retrenchment only when civil-
ians regain the upper hand, especially by muzzling the military in public.16

The problem with this argument is not that it is wrong. In fact, the strategic-
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narrative argument I develop here agrees that the balance between military
leaders as powerful promoters of war and civilian leaders as moderators of
war is important. Not surprisingly, then, when military leaders went public (or
threatened to do so) in the Obama and Trump periods, civilian leaders capitu-
lated, troops increased, and war continued. In the Biden period, however, ci-
vilians carried the upper hand, the military chose not to go public with its
preferences to continue the ªght, and the president ended the war. In a broad
sense, the cases match civil-military expectations.

This argument’s greatest shortcoming comes with explaining change, which
is the main puzzle of this article. If the civil-military relations balance is critical
to both the continuation of and the end to forever wars, such as the war in
Afghanistan, why does that balance tilt one way or the other at different times?
More speciªcally, why does the military go public sometimes and not others,
why and how do the public appeals of the military generate pressure on civil-
ian leaders, and under what conditions are civilians able to muzzle the mili-
tary and, in so doing, gain more leverage over policy?

The politics of strategic narratives help answer questions like these. The
civil-military balance generally favors the military when there is a robust lib-
eral narrative—such as the anti-terrorism narrative from 2001 to 2018. The nar-
rative gives military promoters (and their civilian supporters in government)
an important political tool to build public pressure on civilian leaders in order
to continue/expand war. Military leaders are most likely to go public (or
threaten to do so) under such narrative conditions. Civilian leaders—fearful
of the political costs of not measuring up to narrative standards (i.e., looking
“weak” or “losing”)—capitulate to military pressure. But when a liberal narra-
tive weakens, the civil-military balance often tilts toward the former. Military
promoters ªnd themselves on more tenuous ground in policy debates. In the
absence of nationwide, narrative-driven fervor to intervene militarily in con-
ºicts abroad, the military tends to hesitate about going public with its prefer-
ences for more force. As the public costs of looking weak recede with the
weakened liberal narrative, civilians/moderators ªnd more political space to
assert themselves, both in internal debates and in public. Long wars such as
the U.S. war in Afghanistan often come to an end.

In sum, the nexus between civil-military relations and strategic narratives
provides deeper insights into why long wars endure and ultimately end. Inter-
national relations scholars have shed a great deal of light on the former but not
on the latter. For that reason, I now turn greater attention to the narrative side
of this equation.
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Trauma, Narratives, and War

Narratives are not new to the ªeld of international relations. The existing
literature on narratives faces two primary shortcomings, though.17 First,
scholars offer no clear explanation for why and when narratives shape
policy outcomes, like decisions to continue or end forever wars. My attention
to audience costs corrects for this. Second, in explaining how narratives
strengthen and weaken over time, existing scholarship gives primary attention
to narrators—especially the president in the U.S. context.18 Although narrators
(and sometimes presidents, as such) are important, these arguments tend to
overlook how events shape strategic narratives’ content and strength across
time. In the mid-2010s, President Obama tried to re-narrate and dampen ter-
rorism worries in the United States, for instance. He largely failed because
most U.S. citizens viewed Obama’s new story as being out of touch amid a
surge in ISIS terrorist attacks. The president told the wrong story at the wrong
time. Events matter.

I start with scholarship on collective trauma, which draws attention to two
particularly important concepts: the severity and the frequency of events. Neil
Smelser deªnes cultural trauma as “a memory accepted and given public cre-
dence by a relevant membership group and evoking an event(s) or situation(s)
which is a) laden with . . . affect, b) represented as indelible, and c) regarded as
threatening a society’s existence or violating one or more of its fundamental
cultural presuppositions.”19 Building off this deªnition, trauma involves three
stages that leave behind marks on society, essentially new prevailing narra-
tives. The strategic-narrative argument starts with identity, which determines
what a community values most. Stage one involves severe events that are per-
ceived as an attack on these values, an existential challenge making them trau-
matic.20 This severity produces deep emotional reactions—“disgust, shame,
guilt . . . or anxiety”—for a community, which leads quickly to stage two of
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trauma, notably a collective search for new “routines” and ways to “get by in
the world.”21 Above all else, the affected community looks to presumed wise
ªgures in society for explanation and ways forward.22

Stage three of trauma—the formation of new collective narratives—emerges
from these explanations. Many enter the fray amid severity, often telling com-
peting stories. Speciªc kinds of severity resonate with the injured group in
ways that privilege some stories over others.23 As a result of the disquiet gen-
erated by certain events, some stories become afªrmed, validated, and collec-
tively labeled as “good.” Storytellers gain a hearing, according to Jeffrey
Alexander, when they “represent social pain as a fundamental threat to . . .
[a group’s] sense of who they are.”24 If severe events repeat frequently, privi-
leged stories resonate deeper and longer. High frequency re-traumatizes the
collective, which makes the story indelible (i.e., “see, I told you so”) and helps
sustain it over time as the new collective wisdom—or prevailing narrative—
with new ways of being going forward.25

This latter element—new directions toward repair—is a natural part of
trauma-generated narratives. Effective storytellers repeatedly narrate ways for
“defense and coping,” drawing attention to “mistakes and how they may be
avoided in the future” (i.e., blame and lesson).26 These lessons are often encap-
sulated in slogans such as “no more Vietnams,” “no more 9/11s,” or “who lost
China?” (which helped propel intervention in Korea and Vietnam). Lessons
and severe event(s) are intrinsically connected in narratives—the latter gives
meaning to the former.27

This trauma framework—centered on the severity and frequency of
events—helps explain the emergence and cross-temporal strength of strategic
narratives in U.S. foreign policy.28 For this article, I grant special attention to
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one kind of trauma—external trauma—and the type of narrative that it tends
to generate. Trauma theorists ªnd that severe event(s) from some force out-
side a community leads to group unity around a story centered on protecting
the ideals of the community—that is, “who we are”—as a means of defense or
repair.29 This external trauma helps explain the emergence and strength of lib-
eral narratives (such as the anti-terrorism narrative) that centers on activism
abroad to defend or promote liberal political order.

Liberal states (including the public in these states) view other states and de-
velopments in the international system through the ideological lens of their
own regime type (i.e., identity)—they notice and worry about the plight of lib-
eral order abroad because it threatens their own security.30 The severe events
most likely to spark stage one of trauma emerge when ideologically distant—
in this case illiberal—rival(s) make strategic gains, especially through either a
direct attack on the United States or a series of attacks on other kindred liberal
or liberalizing states. Like the ideology literature in international relations, I ar-
gue that these kinds of strategic shifts are not objective, as realists expect. In-
stead, their impact on a polity is conditioned by state identity.31 When these
attacks produce civilian casualties and/or lead to the expansion of illiberal
governments abroad, collective anxiety around existential danger to the na-
tional way of life rises exponentially. This sense of existential panic around
high-severity events comes almost immediately after direct attacks (e.g.,
Pearl Harbor or September 11).32 With indirect attacks on ideological kin, geo-
graphic distance from the target often means that it takes several accumulated
attacks to generate the same collective sense of severity and, with that, collec-
tive trauma.33

Whether their pathway is direct or indirect, high-severity attacks lead to
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stages two and three of trauma. Many of society’s “wise ªgures” will engage
in storytelling in stage two. External trauma privileges stories from agents
who I call “promoters,” those who validate public fears of existential danger
and the need to defend liberal order abroad.34 If rival gains come via direct at-
tack, promoter stories immediately prevail and the liberal narrative strength-
ens quickly.35 If attacks are indirect, the slower growth of severity means that
promoter stories gain acceptance more slowly, too. In stage three, repeated ri-
val attacks/gains validate the promoter story, giving it collective strength.
Finally, the frequency of events sustains narrative strength and salience over
time. In a path-dependent way, the liberal narrative remains robust if an ideo-
logical rival regularly continues (i.e., at least every two or three years) to make
gains, especially if it either directly or indirectly attacks other ideologically
kindred (in this case, liberal or liberalizing) states.36 In essence, frequent and
severe challenges abroad perpetually re-traumatize the nation, giving a robust
liberal narrative ongoing strength and vitality.37

The dominant variant of the liberal narrative during the Cold War—the anti-
communist narrative—offers a good example of the theory. In the 1940s, the
U.S. public was traumatized by a cascade of Soviet ideological gains: commu-
nist advances in East-Central Europe, atomic bomb tests, an alliance with
newly communist China, and support of the Korean War. This develop-
ment shut out moderate voices, such as progressive Vice President Henry A.
Wallace, and allowed promoters to establish a robust liberal narrative around
stopping communism. For much of the forty years that followed, frequent
demonstrations of communist-bloc strength (i.e., Sputnik, gains in Africa and
Asia, the Cuban Revolution, and the 1979 Soviet invasion of Afghanistan) re-
traumatized the United States, keeping the anti-communist narrative robust.38

There are two potential pathways by which severity and frequency can
weaken the liberal narrative. First, the narrative will weaken most profoundly
and substantially when an ideological rival experiences a debilitating defeat
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or changes its ideology altogether. These kinds of positive events generate
what Emile Durkheim calls “success anomie,” or a collective sense of lost pur-
pose for the nation that makes the old narrative appear antiquated as a guide
for policy.39 Positive events profoundly weaken a temporal variant of the
liberal narrative for years to follow—this becomes permanent if a rival fails
to rebuild.

Second, narrative weakening could also occur when either trauma-generating
strategic gains by an ideological rival cease for at least four years, or when a ri-
val takes accommodating steps to reduce tension. This absence of negative
events can also produce success anomie. When either scenario happens, the
frequency and severity of traumatic events fall below the threshold necessary
to sustain a robust liberal narrative. In these conditions, especially when
marked by the positive event of a rival’s debilitating defeat, a political oppor-
tunity space emerges for certain agents who I call “moderators” to engage in
storytelling about reduced ideological danger and restraint abroad. U.S. presi-
dents sometimes become moderators, but as Obama found out the hard way,
their success as storytellers depends on the event-driven context. That is, they
must tell the right story at the right time.40 The liberal narrative weakens
under these conditions of rival decline or absence of negative events; retrench-
ment settles in as the new lodestar for the polity. For example, the liberal-
ization and eventual collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 initiated a major
re-narration by moderators. As a result, the anti-communist narrative disap-
peared from discussions of U.S. foreign policy.

narrative discourses and war

Narratives shape policy outcomes—such as decisions to sustain or end wars—
by raising audience costs. Standard accounts demonstrate that audience costs
emerge when heads of state bind themselves by making a public commitment
to action abroad.41 Audience costs from strategic narratives form in a different
way, however, notably through social construction.42 At key decision points,
agents (promoters or moderators) use strategic narratives to build discourses
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for or against war. These discourses generate different domestic political cost-
beneªt scenarios: high audience costs of action, or high audience costs of inac-
tion.43 While not required for these kinds of discourses to form, appeals by
leaders with robust narratives as a justiªcation for policy may help fuel these
narrative-driven discourses and elevate audience costs. Leader pledges (i.e.,
the conventional audience-cost argument) can matter, then, but only if they
are linked to prevailing narratives. Regardless of their contributions to the
process, democratic leaders worry about future elections or their broader
policy agendas (i.e., the potential political consequences of elevated audience
costs) when facing robust, narrative-based discourses. Consequently, leaders
usually bring policy in line with the narrative discourses that agents build
around them.

For starters, I assume that at any major policy decision point, both promot-
ers and moderators will be present to advocate their different positions. Lib-
eral war continuation (and expansion) is most likely when a strong liberal
narrative develops at key decision points in a conºict. Here, a robust lib-
eral narrative (meaning, again, an elevated national passion to protect liberal
order abroad) augments promoter arguments. This gives promoters a special
hearing with the public and in policy debates generally.44 Promoters know this
and use the liberal narrative to create (or policymakers fear they will create)
broad public movements, which raises audience costs of inaction. In wartime,
military leaders are often also promoters, and strategic narratives tip the civil-
military balance in their favor. Civilian leaders who do not support continuing
or expanding military action fear losing future elections or policy goals, and
thus some bring their policies in line with promoters’ arguments. Others
get “pushed to act” against their better judgment to continue or expand lib-
eral wars.

Sometimes, these reluctant leaders ironically help create the strong liberal
discourses that later push them along. In the 1960 presidential campaign,
President John F. Kennedy intentionally took a tough position against Fidel
Castro’s communist regime in Cuba to enhance his anti-communist credentials
with voters. This stance helped Kennedy win the White House, but it also
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boxed him in once in ofªce. As promoters in Congress built a robust discourse
around anti-communism for a tough policy in 1961, the political costs of look-
ing weak on communism proved too high for Kennedy to pursue his preferred
course of normalizing relations with Castro’s regime. The 1961 Bay of Pigs in-
vasion followed.45

Liberal wars end as liberal discourse weakens. Because of a national sense of
lost purpose, moderator appeals (which often come from civilians in wartime)
resonate more in policy debates as the liberal narrative weakens. Promoter ar-
guments tend to appear odd, by contrast, maybe even extreme. Consequently,
promoters often go quiet, especially in public.46 In this scenario, leaders face
lower audience costs of inaction, and they may in fact perceive higher audi-
ence costs of action given the absence of a national passion for war. In this lat-
ter scenario, leaders worry about the domestic political dangers of carrying on
or expanding the war. As a result, a weak liberal discourse allows leaders who
prefer ending a liberal war to do so, and it pushes those leaders who prefer to
continue ªghting to instead phase down or end military action. During the
1990s, moderators inside President Bill Clinton’s administration repeatedly
pointed to ºagging public support for things like democracy building and hu-
manitarian intervention (i.e., a weak liberal discourse).47 This discourse con-
strained military options for Clinton, especially in the Balkans, throughout
his administration.48

Methods

I combine congruence and comparative case study methods to test the
strategic-narrative argument in decisions for troop increases in Afghanistan by
Obama (2009) and Trump (2017) against Biden’s decision to withdraw (2021).49

For space reasons and because Biden made the ªnal decision, I devote less at-
tention to Trump’s 2020 pledge to withdraw. The cases are good for compari-
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son, holding several background factors constant, such as war (Afghanistan)
and period (post-9/11). The Obama-Biden cases are especially good for com-
parison because they share a common policy approach and party afªliation,
but they lead to different outcomes. Outcome variation avoids sampling on the
dependent variable.

Tautology is a pitfall for any ideational argument. To avoid this, I use a
method of symbolic structuring of discourse to assess narrative strength and
its component parts (i.e., severity and frequency) at time t-1, meaning inde-
pendent of and prior to the decision-making process.50 Narrative strength is
measured in each case study using content analysis of newspaper editorials
and the Congressional Record (see the online appendix), along with secondary
sources and public opinion polls. Editorials reºect the collective national dis-
cussion across the country around speciªc events at speciªc points in time.
Consequently, they are a well-established tool for measuring collective ideas,
like narratives. Scholars ªnd that patterns in the Congressional Record do the
same—in a mutually constitutive way, authoritative actors both reºect and
help reinforce prevailing narrative trends in any given period.51

For the Afghan cases, I ªrst scanned the historical record for geostrategic
gains that were likely to reach the threshold of severity required to spark
trauma and the initial narrative-making process. Most notably, examples in-
clude any attacks by an illiberal actor on the United States or other liberal
states that caused civilian casualties or threatened to spread illiberalism. Sec-
ond, and most importantly for the strategic-narrative argument in this article,
I then scanned the historical record beyond the initial trauma for any similar
follow-on severe attacks. If the strategic-narrative argument is correct, the
above measures should demonstrate that a direct attack on the United States,
or a series of indirect attacks on strategic partners (i.e., severity), open(s) space
for promoters and generates a new liberal narrative centered on existential
danger, blame, and a lesson to get active abroad against a speciªc foe. Like-
wise, these measures should also show that a follow-on attack (i.e., frequency)
reinforces and sustains the narrative. Speciªcally, patterns of discourse in con-
gressional and editorial commentary will typically show extensive references
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to existential danger and the need to get active, and they will link present
severe events to those in the past, especially at the narrative founding. Second-
ary sources and polls will show the same pattern.52

On the other hand, if severity and frequency are low in a given period—
owing to the defeat of an ideological rival (i.e., positive event) or scarcity of
direct/indirect attacks (i.e., absence of negative events) by a rival for at least
two or three years—there should be less discussion in editorials and the
Congressional Record about an ideological foe compared with periods marked
by narrative robustness. Likewise, talk of existential danger, blame, and the
lesson to protect liberal order abroad should be substantially less than in peri-
ods of a robust liberal narrative. Polls and scholarly or pundit assessments in
secondary sources will validate this outcome.

Finally, using a singular type of congruence test, I explore narrative dis-
courses and their impact (if any) on decisions to continue, expand, or end war.
If the strategic-narrative argument is correct, assessments by pundits, mem-
oirs, and the like should show how narrative-based discourses affected policy
decisions in predicted ways. When the liberal discourse is robust, various ac-
tors (especially leaders) should talk about the domestic pressure to continue
military action or the domestic costs of withdrawal. But when the discourse is
weak, they should talk about domestic costs to maintain military action or po-
litical space to retrench from conºicts abroad.53

The Narrative Emerges and Settles In

The September 11 terrorist attacks dramatically reversed the weak liberal nar-
rative environment of the early post–Cold War period.54 “This week’s frontal
assault on America is a collective trauma unlike any other in any of our life-
times,” observed the San Francisco Chronicle.55 “A new narrative literally fell
from the sky on September 11” and “became embedded in the popular imagi-
nation,” noted a pair of scholars.56 Almost everyone became a promoter. As
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anticipated when external trauma arises from a direct attack, the story imme-
diately saturated the public discourse—print media, television, members of
Congress, and eventually in statements by President George W. Bush. The
story included all standard parts of a national security narrative: detailing
events existentially, assigning blame, and setting a way forward to repair (i.e.,
lesson). Members of Congress repeatedly framed events in existential terms, as
an attack on “our laws, our cherished beliefs.”57 “This is war,” declared House
Majority Leader Dick Gephardt (D-MO), just after the attack.58 Newspapers
across the country echoed the same themes, as did polls in late September:
58 percent of Americans wanted “a long-term war”; 73 percent supported
ground troops to “combat international terrorism.”59

In the years that followed, the frequency of severe attacks remained high
and reinforced the liberal narrative. Targets included, to name a few, Kuwait
(2002), Bali (2002, 2005), Mombasa (2002), Riyadh (2003), Casablanca (2003),
Istanbul (2003), Madrid (2004), London (2005), Algiers (2007), and countless
bombings in Iraq and Afghanistan starting in 2004.60 These events (especially
against liberal or liberalizing allies in Europe and Iraq) sparked fervent na-
tional discussions in the United States.

Most speciªcally, the salience of promoter narratives about existential dan-
ger, parallels to 9/11, and the lesson to ªght terrorism increased dramatically.
Bush framed the 2005 London terrorist attack as an assault on “human lib-
erty.”61 Of Madrid, Secretary of State Colin Powell said that the bombing
should “redouble everyone’s efforts” to go after terrorists.62 As anticipated by
trauma theory, every congressional statement in the two weeks after the
Madrid and London attacks described them in existential terms, which both
reºected and revalidated the robust liberal narrative. “Americans were
shocked and dismayed . . . when terror struck the capital of the United
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Kingdom, the cradle of Western liberty,” one said of London.63 “The free na-
tions of the world will . . . ensure that those who hate freedom and liberty will
not succeed,” said another of Madrid.64 Likewise, no one framed these as iso-
lated, disconnected events, but instead linked them together as “reminders”
and, with that, extensions of September 11 and the anti-terrorism narrative.
Many talked of how Americans did and should look “through the prism” of
September 11 to make sense of Bali, Madrid, London, Istanbul, and the like.
“No American will ever forget the infamous day of 9/11,” a member of
Congress said of Madrid.65 Finally, promoters stressed that these events sup-
ported the lesson to press on in the ªght against terrorism. It was like a drum-
beat from political leaders: “stand ªrm against terrorism”; “renew our
determination to eradicate terrorism”; “dismantle the al Qaeda network”; “re-
main deªant in the face of terrorism.”66

Like the days after 9/11, promoter appeals resonated and echoed nationally,
pointing to the continued strength and vitality of the anti-terrorism narrative
into the late 2000s. This was evident in two ways. First, it showed up in news-
papers across the country, from big cities to small towns. Content analysis of
seventy-two editorials in the ten days after the Madrid bombings found that
54 percent of the papers described the attacks in existential terms related to de-
mocracy, liberty, freedom, or civilization; 64 percent drew parallels between
the bombing and other recent terrorist attacks, especially 9/11; and 70 percent
referenced the central lesson of the narrative to actively stamp out terrorism
abroad. The same was the case with editorials following the London bomb-
ings: 63 percent were existential; 71 percent were connected to 9/11 or other
terrorist attacks; and 73 percent referenced the lesson to remain or become
more active abroad to ªght terrorism.67

Take a Wall Street Journal editorial, for instance, about Madrid. “So much
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for the illusion that the global war on terror isn’t really a war,” noted the edi-
tors, “That complacent notion which has been inªltrating its way into the
American public mind, blew up along with 10 bombs on trains carrying
Spanish commuters yesterday.” The editors then listed eleven other attacks—
including September 11—to draw attention to the existential danger that “ter-
rorism remains the single largest threat to Western freedom and security.”68

Headlines around the Madrid, London, and Bali bombings were similar: “This
Week, ‘Madrid Became Manhattan’”; “Ground Zero, Madrid”; “Terror in
London: A Reminder to the World that War of 9/11 Is Not Over.”69 A total of
56 percent of Americans agreed that the London attacks showed that “it is nec-
essary to ªght the war against the terrorists in Iraq and everywhere else.”70

A second indicator of narrative strength was the extent to which both Demo-
crats and Republicans used the narrative as a political battering ram by the late
2000s. The Bush White House had long painted political opponents as weak on
terrorism to win votes.71 By 2006, with al-Qaeda gaining new ground in Iraq
(where the United States was deeply invested in trying to build a liberal demo-
cratic government), Republicans doubled down on this message, saying that
Democratic proposals for withdrawal from Iraq would aid terrorists. “If we
were to follow the proposals of Democratic leaders,” said one Republican
(GOP) House member in a 2007 debate on a resolution opposing the Iraq troop
surge, “anarchy in Iraq would give al Qaeda and other extremists a haven to
train and plot attacks.”72 Thirty-nine other Republicans (73 percent of GOP
speakers) echoed the same that day. Many senior Democrats also used the
anti-terrorism narrative as a counterpunch. “Fighting terrorism, ªghting ex-
tremism . . . is weakened by our being in Iraq,” said Representative Barney
Frank (D-MA); “it has emboldened radicals everywhere.”73 Others noted simi-
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larly how Bush “distracted us from the real war on terror” and “weakened our
ªght against al Qaeda.”74

Afghanistan played a big part in these Democratic counterpunches
around terrorism, especially after a 2007 National Intelligence Estimate
showed that the Taliban/al-Qaeda had made signiªcant gains there. Demo-
cratic calls to “refocus” the war on terrorism invariably meant moving at-
tention to Afghanistan.75 Senator and presidential candidate Barack Obama
(D-IL) led the way.76 “We must get off the wrong battleªeld,” Obama charged
in an August 2007 speech, before committing to send two additional divisions
to Afghanistan.77 The speech was intentional, meant to counter charges from
Senator Hillary Clinton (D-NY) in a July presidential primary debate that
Obama was weak on foreign policy. Cognizant of how Bush successfully
painted rival presidential candidate John Kerry as “weak” on terrorism in
2004, political strategist David Axelrod hatched the idea of the August
speech.78 “Outºanking Bush-Cheney with a serious, aggressive, intelligent
campaign against Islamist terror?” said a pair of observers, “It’s what the
country wants. And it seems to be what Obama is offering.”79

Overall, Obama’s August 2007 move reºected the strength of the liberal nar-
rative around terrorism in the late 2000s. It also fueled a narrative-based dis-
course that constrained Obama throughout his presidency.

obama’s ªrst troop surge

When President Obama took ofªce in 2009, a request for additional troops for
Afghanistan was on his desk.80 Obama initially hesitated. “I have campaigned
on providing Afghanistan more troops,” he said in a January 23 National
Security Council (NSC) meeting, “but I haven’t made the decision yet.” Sup-
ported by Vice President Joe Biden and other civilian moderators in the White
House, Obama expressed doubts about escalation, blocked a move by military
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leaders to add troops without his approval, and commissioned former NSC
staffer Bruce Riedel to conduct a review of Afghan policy, after which Obama
would decide on troops.81

Moderators failed, however. Animated by the cascade of narrative-
validating terror attacks, a surging liberal discourse prevented Obama from
maintaining this wait and see approach, pushing him to approve 17,000 more
troops for Afghanistan in mid-February 2009, well before the completed
review. Combined with the president’s campaign pledges, public support for
the troop request by promoters—like Michael Mullen, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff—ignited an expansive national discussion for more action. In
editorials, 70 percent supported more troops, 85 percent discussed combating
terrorism (i.e., the narrative’s lesson), and 40 percent mentioned Obama’s cam-
paign pledges.82 The Washington Post criticized Obama for wafºing on his
campaign promises: “The war on terrorism did not end on January 20
[Obama’s Inauguration Day].”83 Polls showed that 70 percent of respondents
expected Afghanistan to fall under “the control of terrorists” if the United
States left; 63 percent favored more troops.84 Deputy National Security
Advisor for Strategic Communications Ben Rhodes bemoaned the “political
drama” and the fact that “the media started calling Afghanistan ‘Obama’s
War.’”85 The White House saw costs of inaction rising.

Promoters inside the administration elevated these costs too. In the
January 23 NSC meeting, General David Petraeus, commander of U.S.
Central Command, said that failure was coming in Afghanistan and that
al-Qaeda would gain ground: “we cannot achieve our objective without more
troops.” Mullen echoed the same.86 Obama knew the political risks. Just
ten days prior, Senator Graham had warned Obama that Republicans would
use failure in Afghanistan in the 2010 midterms. During a February 13
meeting, advisers gave Obama two options: wait on Riedel’s report or add
17,000 troops. Promoters (including Secretary of State Hillary Clinton) harped
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on narrative themes: a “bloodbath” for al-Qaeda without more troops.87 The
domestic fallout of that happening was simply too high. “For practical and
political purposes there really was no choice [italics added],” observed Bob
Woodward.88 Four days later, Obama publicly justiªed more troops as being
vital to counterterrorism; 63 percent of the electorate approved.89 Like
Woodward, the New York Times concluded that Obama “had no choice” given
what he said “during the campaign.” In short, Obama’s opportunistic use of
the anti-terrorism narrative during the 2008 presidential campaign fueled a ro-
bust liberal discourse and high audience costs of inaction that forced his hand
in February 2009.90

obama and the second troop surge

In June 2009, National Security Advisor James Logan Jones Jr. told General
Stanley McChrystal, the head of military operations in Afghanistan, that the
president wanted to “reduce U.S. involvement” and shift to an aid-based strat-
egy.91 Eight weeks later, McChrystal requested an additional 40,000 troops as
part of a report assessing the situation in Afghanistan. When Secretary of
Defense Robert Gates informed the president, “the room exploded” in opposi-
tion.92 Moderators in the White House warned Obama that he had pledged to
end the Middle East wars.93 “I shared Joe’s [Biden] skepticism,” Obama said as
he pushed back against more troops. There “are no good options,” he noted in
a September 12 NSC meeting.94

In the end, moderators lost again. As in February, the president capitulated
to the anti-terrorism narrative pressure. In early September 2009, promoters
generated a robust liberal discourse for more troops, arguing that fail-
ure risked another September 11. Frustrated by Obama’s hesitancy, military
leaders—namely, Petraeus, Mullen, and McChrystal—played a critical role by
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going public to use the robust anti-terrorism narrative to their advantage
(which augmented their position in policy debates, as the strategic-narrative
argument expects). The move was calculated. In a late August meeting on han-
dling White House resistance to more troops, Senator Graham (while on air
force reserve duty in Afghanistan) told Petraeus and McChrystal that their
messaging focused too much on the Taliban. “America is worried all about al
Qaeda attacking,” he counseled, “Americans understand that the Taliban are
bad guys, but what drives the American psyche more than anything else is,
are we about to let the country that attacked us once attack us twice?”95 In
short, Graham counseled the generals to use the anti-terrorism narrative to
their political advantage.

The generals complied, now focusing their message on al-Qaeda, new at-
tacks, and the potential for “failure” without more troops.96 Petraeus warned
publicly that the Afghan government would collapse without a fully re-
sourced counterinsurgency.97 On September 15 (just three days after Obama’s
“no good options” comment), Mullen told Congress that success in
Afghanistan required more troops. A few days later, the Washington Post re-
ported on a leaked copy of the McChrystal report in a front-page article ti-
tled “McChrystal: More Forces or ‘Mission Failure.’” The sixty-six-page
report mentioned “failure” or “defeat” fourteen times.98 Finally, McChrystal
said publicly that he rarely spoke directly with Obama and that another
September 11 would come without additional resolve.99 Obama looked weak
and out of touch.

As expected, these moves fueled a powerful liberal discourse across the
country for more troops in Afghanistan. From mid-September to mid-October,
71 percent of statements on Capitol Hill about Afghanistan mentioned com-
ments by the generals, and 88 percent of supporters of more force warned of
another September 11: “Afghanistan is where the attacks of 9/11 originated”
and “the sacriªces we make overseas now will prevent another 9/11-style at-
tack here at home.”100 Promoters in Congress attacked Obama’s hesitancy to
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uphold his March pledge to “disrupt, dismantle and defeat al Qaeda” follow-
ing Riedel’s review.101 “Soft-peddling . . . in Afghanistan,” said one; Obama’s
“latest verbal wavering aided terrorists,” said another.102

Editorials showed similar trends. In the two months prior to Obama’s deci-
sion to send troops, 72 percent mentioned the generals, while nearly 80 percent
commented on a liberal narrative of either avoiding another September 11 or
ªghting against terrorism in Afghanistan. “Afghanistan served as al-Qaeda’s
base,” noted one paper.103 Fifty-eight percent endorsed more troops.104 Many
critiqued Obama for hesitating and accused him of “second thoughts,” “full
retreat,” “Afghan rethink,” “blinking,” “appeasement,” and labeled him a
“coward.”105 Opinion polls reºected these narrative trends. In September and
October 2009, 58 percent of editorials considered ªghting in Afghanistan to be
“necessary to protect Americans from having to ªght terrorists on U.S. soil,”
and 62 percent trusted the generals more than Obama. Obama’s approval on
Afghanistan fell to 36 percent, down from 63 percent in April.106

For Obama, the liberal discourse elevated the costs of inaction, which drove
his decision to increase troops. First, this discourse reinforced what he already
knew: Politically, he could not afford to “lose” Afghanistan and risk another
September 11. Promoters inside the government hammered this theme. “We
were surprised once on 9/11,” Riedel told Obama, following his review (which
endorsed more troops). “It’s going to be pretty hard to explain what happened
to the American people if we’re surprised again,” he added.107 Following a
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May brieªng on al-Qaeda, Obama noted that even minor attacks would have
“an extraordinarily traumatizing effect on the homeland.”108

Costs of inaction were also evident in a September 12 NSC meeting, which
was the ªrst such meeting about McChrystal’s report. The political implica-
tions of McChrystal’s “failure” warning shaped the debate. Despite his hesi-
tancy, Obama admitted that he could not “reject McChrystal’s plan out of
hand” because the “status quo was untenable” and that more time was needed
to “root out al-Qaeda and its leadership.”109 When Biden warned that Obama
would politically own the war, the president snapped, “I already own it.”
Thinking of his reelection timetable, Obama then asked if progress was possi-
ble within three years.110 An aide noted that the broader narrative discourse—
especially charges of wafºing on terrorism—ampliªed political concerns like
Riedel’s warning that Obama alone would “take the blame for any bad out-
comes.”111 “Why is the whole thing framed around whether I have any balls?”
Obama asked aides.112 The robust liberal discourse was on his mind.

The discourse-generated costs of inaction also drastically narrowed
Obama’s options. Obama was keenly aware of the importance of the public
discourse, saying that he wanted the decision to be made behind closed doors,
away from “congressional politics and media grousing,” so that he could con-
sider all options. He then became enraged at military leaders’ public com-
ments. Why? Because the warnings of failure and another September 11
reinforced the anti-terrorism narrative—what Obama referred to as the na-
tional “impulse after 9/11 to do whatever it took to stop terrorists”—in ways
that “boxed him in.”113 He talked about this repeatedly at the time and later
admitted to feeling “jammed.” Obama told aides in early October, “They’re
about to ask for a game-changing number and they’re going to the public and
leaking it to trap us.”114 Obama was stuck. Fearful of narrative-based
pushback, he could not demote or ªre the generals. In fact, just the opposite.
Concerned about the political costs of doing otherwise, Obama included
Petraeus in all NSC meetings on Afghanistan from late September onward.115
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Moderators knew that the liberal discourse reduced their traction. “It’s go-
ing to be the lead story on the evening news . . . [and] double black headlines
above the fold on every single newspaper,” said Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel
about Mullen’s September 15 congressional testimony. Emanuel also com-
plained constantly to Gates about Obama feeling boxed in. Gates agreed, call-
ing McChrystal’s leaked report “a political bombshell” that narrowed
Obama’s options.116 In the end, efforts by the White House to counter the lib-
eral discourse failed. Rhodes confessed that amid the wave of “public pres-
sure” generated by the military promoters, “it felt as though I had little ability
to control anything other than the inevitable speech that Obama would give”
on increasing U.S. troops in Afghanistan.117

In October, Obama agreed to add troops. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
Director Leon Panetta set the course of a debate on October 9. A seasoned poli-
tician, Panetta noted the “political reality” created by the robust liberal narra-
tive: “We can’t leave, and we can’t accept the status quo.”118 He proposed
increasing troops narrowly targeted at al-Qaeda, not nation-building. Gates
agreed, saying that “the public and the politicians could easily understand”
that mission, meaning that it ªt well with the robust anti-terrorism narra-
tive.119 Obama capitulated.120 His second decision to expand the U.S. war in
Afghanistan was set.121

The Narrative Peaks

The 2011 killing of al-Qaeda’s leader, Osama bin Laden, was viewed across the
United States as a major victory in the ªght against terrorism (i.e., a positive
event in the trauma framework). Combined with the quelling of terrorist activ-
ity in Iraq from the so-called Sunni Awakening (i.e., decreased negative
events), the frequency and severity of trauma-generating events declined into
the early 2010s. As expected by the strategic-narrative argument, the anti-
terrorism narrative weakened, especially around Iraq. Counter to the interests
of military leaders, President Obama found political space at home to sum-
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marily withdraw all forces from Iraq (a decision that 71 percent of Americans
agreed with) and worked to re-narrate the terror challenge as nonexistential,
something to which Americans had overreacted.122

This initiative to change the narrative was largely ineffective, though,
especially from mid-2014 onward when the swift rise of the Islamic State
re-traumatized the United States. Mirroring the ªrst decade of the 2000s, the
liberal narrative again surged. The trauma began in June when ISIS forces
seized Mosul (Iraq’s second largest city) and Tikrit, declared a caliphate
across Syria and Iraq, and later beheaded two U.S. journalists, James Foley and
Steven Sotloff. Obama acknowledged the need to respond but also worked to
calm the nation.123

Consequently, other leading ªgures (mostly Republicans) began to refer
back to the prevailing anti-terrorism story that proved the right ªt for the
event-driven context of external trauma. “The next 9/11 is in the making as
I speak,” said Senator Graham in June.124 More than half of congressional ºoor
statements described ISIS in existential terms.125 Many Democrats joined the
chorus. “ISIS violates everything we believe in,” noted Representative James
Moran (D-VA), “They are opposed to democratic governance and, certainly, to
an inclusive society.”126 Promoters in Congress nested the 2014 events within
the larger story. More than half referenced September 11 and other attacks such
as those in London and Madrid. The narrative’s lesson was strong too; 76 per-
cent of congressional speakers discussed the need to confront/destroy ISIS.
“We need to do everything we can together to ensure that ISIS will be
stopped,” said Senator Chris Coons (D-DE).127 Blame was also evident. More
than half of all congressional statements (and approximately 80 percent of
GOP statements) criticized both the Iraq troop withdrawal as well as
Obama calling ISIS the “jayvee [junior varsity] team” of terrorism and ad-
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mitting that he had no strategy to counter ISIS. “President Obama is going
back to a pre-9/11 mentality,” one member said.128 Some implored Obama to
not repeat the mistake of withdrawing forces from Iraq with a withdrawal
from Afghanistan.129

As expected, the story also showed up in other indicators. Editorials around
the events from June to September reºected a robust anti-terrorism narra-
tive.130 For instance, 85 percent of editorials across approximately ªfty news-
papers rejected Obama’s cautious language, framing the threat in existential
terms (e.g., “Islamic extremism,” “nihilistic ideology”). The events “horriªed
the civilized world,” said one, calling ISIS “beyond anything that we’ve
seen.”131 More than 50 percent of editorials drew parallels to terrorist at-
tacks since September 11. Another 84 percent echoed the lesson to get ac-
tive, nearly half of which discussed or endorsed criticisms of Obama’s policies.
Polls also reºected this trend. Over 50 percent of respondents disapproved of
Obama’s handling of terrorism and considered the 2011 Iraq drawdown to
be a mistake.132

In the two years that followed the ISIS rise, the frequency of ISIS-inspired
attacks—Sydney, Paris, Tripoli, Tunis, Yemen, Damascus, Ethiopia, Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, Turkey, Bangladesh, Brussels, Kabul, and Cairo—reinforced
the anti-terrorism narrative.133 Take, for example, the November 2015 Paris at-
tacks that killed 130 people. “Everyone back home had lost their minds,” said
Obama, who was abroad at the time.134 Among the promoters in Congress,
nearly 90 percent framed the Paris attacks in existential terms and advocated
continued or expanded vigor to combat terrorism. Ninety editorials from sixty
different U.S. newspapers found that 88 percent framed Paris in existential
terms (“the urgency of defeating this nihilism,” “attack . . . on freedom”).135
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Fifty percent linked Paris to 9/11 or other similar events, and 83 percent
called for continued vigilance (i.e., the narrative’s lesson).136

Finally, candidates for the White House in 2016 appealed to the narrative to
woo voters. Trump promised more toughness: “Anyone who cannot condemn
the . . . violence of Radical Islam lacks the moral clarity to serve as our presi-
dent.” Trump blamed Obama for ISIS, pledging a quick victory if elected and a
commitment to never give up “hard-fought sacriªces and gains” in places like
Iraq with “a sudden withdrawal.”137 He repeatedly linked his Democratic ri-
val, Hillary Clinton, to Obama’s policies. Clinton countered with her own
narrative-based appeals, promising to use more force than Obama.138 Overall,
the jabbing back and forth testiªed again to narrative robustness. Much
as the strategic narrative constrained Obama’s options, it also affected Trump’s
policy on Afghanistan.

trump and the 2017 troop increase

As expected by the strategic-narrative argument, the mid-2010s surge in the
anti-terrorism narrative shaped Obama’s fall 2014 decision to recommit troops
to Iraq and, fearing being blamed for “losing” Afghanistan, led him to aban-
don his plan for a full withdrawal from Afghanistan by the end of 2016. A poll
found that 61 percent of respondents supported the move to pause the
drawdown.139 These same narrative-based constraints affected Trump early in
his presidency.

From the start, Trump wanted out of Afghanistan. He called the war “a total
disaster,” advocated withdrawal (on at least ªfteen occasions during the cam-
paign), and he exploded when the Pentagon requested more troops in 2017.140
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In the end, however, Trump did the exact opposite of what he wanted. On
August 18, he agreed to send 4,000 more troops to Afghanistan. Why? The pol-
itics of strategic narratives help answer this question.

Throughout 2017, promoters built a robust liberal discourse around
Afghanistan. Republicans in Congress, in particular, talked about the dan-
gers of terrorism from Afghanistan and encouraged a tougher stance than
Obama’s. Many praised Trump for reversing “the unwise and unsound poli-
cies by the Obama administration” with early 2017 moves that included use of
high-yield bombs against ISIS in Afghanistan and air strikes to punish Syria
for using chemical weapons, the latter in contrast to Obama’s response in
Syria.141 The liberal discourse also showed up in a Senate debate over ending
the Authorization for Use of Military Force resolution passed by Congress in
2001. Critics of the measure relied on the terrorism theme: “Terrorist organiza-
tions continue to . . . promote a radical ideology to recruit new ªghters and
plot violent attacks as part of their jihad against the United States of America
and all that we stand for,” said Senator John McCain (R-AZ). Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) echoed the same sentiment: “Sixteen years af-
ter the terrorist attacks of September 11, our enemies are not gone.”142 The
measure failed by a 61–36 margin. Overall, nearly 60 percent of congressio-
nal statements on Afghanistan in this period focused on the lesson to
ªght terrorism.143

Other measures reveal the same strategic-narrative discourse. In summer
2017, 85 percent of newspapers supported more troops for anti-terrorism rea-
sons.144 More than half opposed a drawdown from Afghanistan or drew paral-
lels to Obama’s mistakes in Iraq. “He’s right to broaden the U.S. role in
Afghanistan,” noted a Chicago Tribune editorial, “Obama’s troop withdrawal
from Iraq in 2011 left that country in a state of chaos, and the Islamic State
rose from the ashes of al-Qaida in Iraq.”145 Polls in 2017 also captured the
robust anti-terrorism discourse. While the war in Afghanistan was not gener-
ally popular, 76 percent of respondents agreed that “security here in the
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United States” depended upon Afghanistan, and 71 percent agreed that ISIS
would strengthen if the United States were to withdraw. Consistent with the
strategic-narrative argument, the public saw the war’s value when it was tied
to terrorism.146

Internally, promoters pressed narrative themes, elevating costs of inaction.
Though not public per se, this messaging from current and former military
leaders mirrored that of the Obama period. As Afghanistan deteriorated in the
spring, National Security Advisor Herbert Raymond “H.R.” McMaster and
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Max Dunford repeatedly warned of an-
other September 11. Promoters claimed that Obama’s retreat was losing
Afghanistan. They hammered themes such as the lost capacity to track al-
Qaeda, a growing ISIS threat, and potential risks to the “civilized world” with
another September 11. By early summer, McMaster proposed an additional
3,000–5,000 troops to carry out a new “counterterrorism-centric plan.”147

As these events unfolded, promoters reminded Trump repeatedly of his
narrative-based language on the campaign trail, intentionally playing
on Trump’s political concern to look tough. “We’re losing big in Afghanistan,”
Trump said, reºecting worries of looking weak, “It’s a disaster.” Secretary of
Defense James N. Mattis took advantage of this opportunity to challenge
Trump’s desire for withdrawal. “The quickest way out is to lose,” Mattis said,
before pressing the need for increased troops. “I’m tired of hearing that,”
Trump responded.148

Not surprisingly, given his ties to the military, Senator Graham was aware of
the debate inside the administration. He met with Trump in May and used the
robust anti-terrorism narrative to reiterate costs of inaction. “Do you want on
your resume that you allowed Afghanistan to go back into darkness and the
second 9/11 came from the very place the ªrst 9/11 did?” Graham said,
“Listen to your generals. General Obama was terrible . . . General Trump is go-
ing to be no better.”149 Graham knew that the pressure around terrorism and
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Obama could be effective. That spring, Trump took several steps to enhance
his public image, such as striking al-Qaeda in Yemen, expanding action to “an-
nihilate” (rather than just “contain,” in the words of Obama) ISIS, and launch-
ing “red line” strikes against Syrian chemical weapons that Obama refused to
take.150 “Obama, he’s . . . weak,” Trump told Graham after the Syrian strike,
“He would’ve never done that.”151

The ªnal decision to escalate came at a meeting with advisers on August 18,
2017, at Camp David. Costs of inaction for not falling in line with the anti-
terrorism narrative played a determining role. Attorney General Jeff Sessions
opened the meeting with an appeal for restraint. He proposed complete with-
drawal. In a plan hatched by Sessions and former adviser Steve Bannon
(a leading moderator), CIA Director Mike Pompeo detailed a strategy for in-
creased covert operations in lieu of troops. In a move that frustrated his mod-
erator cohorts, Pompeo ultimately and unexpectedly quashed the plan. Prior
to the meeting, CIA ofªcials told Pompeo that the covert-operations-only ap-
proach would likely fail and, more ominously, that he [Pompeo] would be
held accountable.152

Once Pompeo relented, promoters (e.g., McMaster, Dunford, and White
House Chief of Staff John F. Kelly) began to discuss how to prevent al-Qaeda
from reaching the homeland. “I’m tired of hearing that,” Trump responded,
“I want to get out.” Mattis argued that to leave would result in a “vacuum for
al Qaeda to create a terrorist sanctuary leading to 9/11.” Mattis then high-
lighted audience costs of inaction: “What happened in Iraq under Obama with
the emergence of ISIS will happen under you.” In the days prior to Camp
David, Graham issued a similar warning. “It becomes Iraq on steroids . . . The
next 9/11 will come from where the ªrst was and you own it,” Graham said,
“The question is are you going to go down the Obama road, which is to
end the war and put us all at risk . . . ?”153 The domestic costs of looking weak
on terrorism were apparent to Bannon, who told reporter Bob Woodward that
the generals briefed Trump repeatedly on the dangers of another 9/11, so
that “if the threat materialized, they would leak to the Washington Post and
New York Times that Trump had ignored the warnings.”154 The political impli-
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cations of that would be devastating for Trump, given elevated national con-
cerns about terrorism and his campaign promises to be “tough.” The potential
of a narrative-based public backlash hung over the entire debate.

Costs of inaction ultimately proved too much for Trump. “You’re telling me
I have to do this, and I guess that’s ªne,” Trump responded to Mattis on
August 18, “but I still think you’re wrong.”155 Afterward, Trump called
Graham to inform him of his decision—an indication of the domestic political
dynamics that mattered most to Trump.156 Three nights later, Trump leaned on
narrative themes to explain the troop increase publicly. Admitting “his original
instinct was to pull out,” Trump noted, his mind changed because “a hasty
withdrawal would create a vacuum that terrorists . . . would ªll, just as hap-
pened before September 11.” Trump then quickly pivoted to Obama: “And as
we know, in 2011, America hastily and mistakenly withdrew from Iraq . . . We
cannot repeat in Afghanistan the mistake our leaders made in Iraq.”157 The
speech resonated broadly: Fifty-one percent of Americans supported increased
troops in Afghanistan, and 71 percent agreed that ISIS would gain if the
United States withdrew.158

The Narrative Declines

An ideological rival’s debilitating defeat and/or the absence of rival attacks
on ideological kin for an extended period are the most likely events to
cause a liberal narrative to weaken. In the late 2010s, both happened. As ex-
pected, the anti-terrorism narrative lost salience nationally, audience costs of
inaction decreased, and political space opened for U.S. troop withdrawal
from Afghanistan.

The centerpiece to narrative weakening in the late 2010s was the defeat of
the ISIS caliphate in Iraq/Syria along with the continued weakening of al-
Qaeda. By late 2018, the ISIS caliphate collapsed (i.e., positive event)—Raqqa
and Rawa fell in 2017, ending ISIS territorial control in Iraq, and Hajin (the last
ISIS-held town in Syria) fell in 2018. As of 2022, ISIS is a shell of its former self.
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Al-Qaeda is too, having suffered major setbacks after U.S.-led counter-
terrorism operations decimated its leadership.159 The ISIS/al-Qaeda decline
has also resulted in a major reduction in terrorist attacks. No ISIS-generated
mass casualty events have occurred after 2016. Globally, terrorist attacks in
2019 were 59 percent lower than at their peak in 2014, and terrorism deaths fell
in 2019 for the ªfth consecutive year.160

Neither terrorist organization is entirely gone, of course. Terrorist cells have
migrated to other places, primarily in Yemen and parts of Africa. The focus of
these groups is increasingly more regional than international, however, mean-
ing that the United States and its Western democratic allies, in particular, have
become much less of a target.161 The theory would predict that a robust liberal
narrative should have been sustained throughout the ªrst decade of the
twenty-ªrst century, which the pattern in ªgure 1 shows was the case (see also
the online appendix). In the 2000s, frequent/severe attacks capable of sustain-
ing a robust liberal narrative were a function of how often (at least one attack
every two or three years) instead of how many attacks occurred against liberal
states. Moreover, an especially traumatic direct attack like September 11 ex-
tended the narrative-supporting effects in the years that followed.162 Regard-
ing the 2018–2021 period, the frequency of ISIS/al-Qaeda attacks against
“free” states or the citizens of free states abroad substantially declined relative
to the mid-2010s. While these attacks did not completely stop (i.e., Austria
2020, with four casualties), the trend toward reduced negative events, coupled
with the even more impactful positive event of the ISIS defeat, marks a distinct
shift below the threshold of severe/frequent events necessary to sustain a ro-
bust liberal narrative across time. In fact, the event-context of recent years re-
sembles the early 2010s when Obama withdrew troops from Iraq and began
withdrawal from Afghanistan. This period was marked by a major positive
event—the killing of Osama bin Laden (2011)—and a reduction in nega-
tive events with the absence of any attacks on Western democracies from
2008 to 2014.163
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The decrease in severe/frequent events from the late 2010s onward affected
the narrative landscape in predicted ways. As expected, it augmented modera-
tor stories of restraint, which appeared in leading narrative indicators. From
his bully pulpit as president, Trump was a leading moderator. The fall of
Raqqa “represents a critical breakthrough in our worldwide campaign to de-
feat ISIS and its wicked ideology,” he said in 2018, “the end of the ISIS caliph-
ate is in sight.”164 He called for retrenchment and said it was “time to come
home and rebuild.”165 Trump repeated these themes through 2020. Democratic
presidential candidates did too. In fact, during the 2020 campaign, no candi-
dates aspired to look tough on terrorism, especially in ongoing Middle East
wars.166 Instead, both as a reºection of and a contributing factor to the weak-
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ened liberal narrative, candidates competed mostly over credit for reduced ter-
rorist threats and the best strategy to bring troops home. “Trump’s secret plan
to defeat ISIS—you remember that—secret plan to defeat ISIS was just to keep
doing what we [Obama-Biden administration] had put in place,” Biden
claimed during an Iowa campaign stop.167 Like others, he also repeatedly asso-
ciated reduced threats and winding down U.S. wars in the Middle East. The
need is to “end forever wars in Afghanistan and the Middle East, which have
cost us untold blood and treasure,” Biden said.168

At the time of these statements, many experts debated whether terrorism re-
mained a major threat to the United States. Those who warned about the threat
of terrorism carried little weight, though, which the strategic-narrative argu-
ment would expect. In times of reduced severity/frequency, promoters lose sa-
lience and moderators gain salience.

Not surprisingly, then, broad narrative measures indicate that moderator
storytelling both fueled and reºected a general decrease in the anti-terrorism
narrative starting in 2018. Core elements of the anti-terrorism narrative were
almost completely absent among the discussions on Capitol Hill about the fol-
lowing major terrorism/Afghanistan events: the ISIS defeat (March 2019), the
killing of ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (October 2019), the Afghan peace
deal (February 2020), and Trump’s October 2020 Afghanistan withdrawal
pledge.169 Collectively, in the weeks following these events, less than 5 percent
of congressional statements mentioned existential dangers of terrorism, and
only 15 percent connected current developments to those like September 11, at
the heart of the anti-terrorism narrative. Only 35 percent openly advocated
continued aggression abroad and/or continued troop deployments to protect
against renewed terrorist strikes.

By contrast, moderator discourse abounded, as nearly 60 percent of congres-
sional statements hailed the gains against terrorists. Many talked of the
beneªts to democracy and civilization, whereas others advocated full with-
drawal from the Middle East. Finally, to the extent that the anti-terrorism story
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of old was being told at all, it was not being told that often. Collectively, there
were only sixty-six congressional statements in the weeks and months follow-
ing these events from 2019 to 2020 compared with eighty U.S. congressional
statements (with strong storytelling on all narrative elements) in just ªve days
after the 2015 ISIS attacks in Paris.170

The effects of decreased severity/frequency on the anti-terrorism narrative
showed up on editorial pages too. In each of the three years prior to Biden’s
April decision to withdraw from Afghanistan, references to “terrorism” on
U.S. editorial pages declined by 21 percent (2018–2019), 40 percent (2019–
2020), and 66 percent (2020–2021) relative to the annual average number of ref-
erences over the nine-year period between April 2009 and April 2018, when
the anti-terrorism narrative was especially robust. Editorial-page references to
“Afghanistan” showed a similar pattern in 2020–2021, with a 60 percent de-
crease from the annual average between 2008 and 2018. Finally, combining
these two terms, references in U.S. editorials to “Afghanistan and terrorism”
decreased by 44 percent (2018–2019), 47 percent (2019–2020), and 86 percent
(2020–2021) relative to the annual average across the 2008 to 2018 period.171

This trend is signiªcant: By April 2021, the nationwide discussion found on
editorial pages about terrorism and Afghanistan had fallen to its lowest level
since 2000, the year before the September 11 terrorist attacks.

More focused editorial surveys also conªrm this narrative weakening. After
the collapse of the ISIS caliphate and the death of al-Baghdadi, there were only
sixteen editorials from ten U.S. newspapers in the month following each event.
Compare that with the number of editorials in just ten days after the 2015 Paris
(90) and 2008 London (100) terrorist attacks.172 Moreover, the old anti-
terrorism story of existential danger was replaced by the moderator theme of
major victory or gains against terrorism (63 percent). The Chicago Tribune called
the defeat of ISIS “a milestone in the long, arduous ªght against post-9/11
extremism.”173 Papers referred to al-Baghdadi’s death as a “force disrupter,”
“important victory for America’s antiterror strategy,” and a “victory for civili-
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zation.”174 While many (75 percent) supported continuing the ªght against ter-
rorism, a collection of editorials that spanned a greater time period showed
that talk of the lesson of the anti-terrorism narrative was weak as well. In the
sixteen months prior to Biden’s troop-withdrawal announcement, only 32 per-
cent of approximately 130 U.S. editorials about al-Qaeda or ISIS echoed the
anti-terrorism narrative’s lesson, to keep up ªghting against terrorists. Fur-
thermore, fewer than 1 percent in this broader array of editorials talked of ter-
rorism as a present existential danger (i.e., a challenge to freedom, democracy,
or civilization) and only 11 percent (all from the Wall Street Journal) linked cur-
rent events in a foreboding way to past events at the center of the anti-
terrorism story.175 Polls show the same trends. While Americans still worry
about terrorism, a 2019 survey found that, relative to other challenges, only
1 percent considered terrorism or ISIS to be the greatest future threat to the
United States.176

Finally, these same patterns of liberal narrative weakness were evident
around the question of Afghanistan speciªcally. Only ten editorials appeared
in U.S. newspapers in the two months after the 2020 announcement of a peace
deal and only fourteen in the three months after Trump’s 2020 announced
withdrawal.177 With ISIS defeated and the frequency of attacks declining (see
ªgure 1), the story came rarely to the fore. In 2009 and 2017, talk of a military
drawdown in Afghanistan would have sparked a mighty narrative-based out-
burst: worries about another 9/11, dangers to Western democracy, and the like.
But this did not occur in 2020. After Trump’s 2020 announcement of with-
drawal, no editorials framed events in existential terms, and only one of the
twenty-four editorials connected the present development to past narrative-
based events.

Instead, moderator themes dominated. While many noted the challenges to
a peaceful settlement, eighteen of twenty-four editorials welcomed the Taliban
peace deal, and more than a third unequivocally supported near-term or im-
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mediate withdrawal from Afghanistan. “The Trump administration was right
to open negotiations with the Taliban and . . . reduce the number of U.S.
forces,” noted the Los Angeles Times.178 Another called the deal “a ticket out of
Afghanistan for American troops who’ve been there far too long,” adding that
“recognizing when a ªght has become useless is the right thing to do.”179

Many criticized Trump’s approach, especially his push for a hasty 2020 with-
drawal (nine of fourteen editorials opposed this approach, in fact). Reºecting
the narrative moment, though, the reasons given included the need for a
careful policy review ªrst, potential damage to the peace process, or the
need to leave the decision to Biden rather than to ªght terrorism (i.e., the lib-
eral narrative).

Polls also showed the narrative trends around Afghanistan policy. Figure 2
tracks the annual average of public opinion support for maintaining or in-
creasing U.S. troops in Afghanistan from 2009 to 2021 (see the online appen-
dix). Changes over time reºect what the strategic-narrative argument would
expect. For the 2018–2021 period, as severity/frequency of events decreased
because of ISIS/al-Qaeda’s decline and reduced attacks on free countries, pub-
lic support for troop presence in Afghanistan dropped substantially as well.
Support fell below 50 percent in 2019—the year after the ISIS defeat and the
second year of reduced attacks (ªgure 1)—then plunged to around 30 per-
cent in 2020 and 2021. “Americans are in a sour mood,” the Wall Street Journal
observed in 2020, “The desire to come home is understandable.”180 In sum,
at the same time that events weakened the anti-terrorism narrative, na-
tional support for the war in Afghanistan fell as well, in line with the strategic-
narrative argument.

Earlier trends in ªgure 2 also support the strategic-narrative argument. As
discussed previously, amid a robust liberal narrative sustained by severe/
frequent attacks, public support for troops in Afghanistan was close to 60 per-
cent in 2009. Support remained around 50 percent through April 2011 (see
2011a in ªgure 2), before dropping sharply, as expected, following the May
death of bin Laden (i.e., positive event) and reduced frequency of attacks into
the early 2010s. After bin Laden’s death, 55 percent said they were “not wor-
ried” that troop withdrawals from Afghanistan would make the United States
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“more vulnerable to terrorist attacks.”181 Unsurprisingly for this narrative con-
text, Obama announced a timetable in 2012 for a complete withdrawal of all
troops from Afghanistan by the end of 2016.182 As expected, opinion shifted
again with the mid-2014 resurgence of the anti-terrorism narrative amid the
severe/frequent attacks by ISIS. Change actually came mid-year, tracking
closely (as expected) with the surge in the anti-terrorism narrative following
ISIS gains in Iraq/Syria—support for troops in Afghanistan jumped from
29 percent in early 2014 to 53 percent by December. Poll numbers remained
around 50 percent until 2019.

In general, the evidence presented here offers strong support for the
strategic-narrative argument. Overall, by early 2021, the anti-terrorism narra-
tive, with its worries of another September 11 stemming from Afghanistan,
was largely gone, a casualty of de-traumatizing events. In its place was “public
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Figure 2. Public Opinion Support to Maintain or Increase Troops in Afghanistan

SOURCE: Roper Center for Public Opinion Research, iPoll Database (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Uni-
versity), https://ropercenter.cornell.edu/ipoll/. See the online appendix for a list of speciªc
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apathy,” according to commentators, meaning that regarding Afghanistan,
“many Americans . . . lost track of what this war . . . is, or was, about.”183

biden’s 2021 withdrawal

President Biden’s decision to withdraw troops from Afghanistan is not ex-
plained by a realpolitik calculation of the national interest. Biden’s two imme-
diate predecessors believed that the national interest dictated withdrawal.
What allowed Biden to follow through in ways that Obama and Trump could
not? The objective national interest argument cannot answer this puzzle. Nar-
rative politics can, however.

When a liberal narrative weakens, the discourses that form around it tend to
be weak as well. In turn, space opens up and pressure sometimes builds for
greater military restraint and retrenchment—audience costs of inaction decline
and costs of action rise. Such developments occurred in early 2021 around the
U.S. policy in Afghanistan, helping explain Biden’s decision for withdrawal.

After taking ofªce, Biden did not face the liberal-narrative pressure that his
two predecessors had experienced. There was little public discourse by pro-
moters leading up to his decision on Afghanistan: only two statements (one
prowar, one antiwar) in the Congressional Record, and just nine editorials (four
from the Wall Street Journal) on Afghan policy.184 Talk of another September 11
or threats to democracy (i.e., narrative components) were nonexistent. Many
pundits acknowledged popular sentiments to leave and, in bowing to that sen-
timent, endorsed doing so eventually. “Americans are understandably eager to
move on,” conceded the traditionally hawkish Wall Street Journal, “The ques-
tion is not whether the U.S. will leave Afghanistan but whether it will do so re-
sponsibly.”185 In February 2021, 79 percent of Americans considered continued
U.S. troop presence in Afghanistan mostly or very unfavorably.186

In internal debates, military promoters continued to press for staying in
Afghanistan. In late March meetings with the president, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Chair Mark Milley, Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin, and others issued a bleak
post-withdrawal forecast, warning of Taliban and al-Qaeda resurgence and de-
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riding “over-the-horizon” counterterrorism.187 Unlike during the Obama and
Trump years, military leaders did not plan to go public because they knew
they had nothing to go public with. Senator Graham, the longtime promoter
who worked closely with the military to orchestrate past narrative-based pres-
sure campaigns, openly admitted in an interview that “I hate Joe Biden for
this.”188 He then added, “I think the Taliban is going to give safe haven to peo-
ple that will come after us.”189 Yet in sharp contrast to his advice to Petraeus
and McChrystal in 2009, he conceded that the new political/narrative reality
left him and other military promoters with no leverage. “The American people
want us to come home,” Graham confessed, “People are tired.”190

Milley admitted to the tipping effect that this narrative shift had on the civil-
military balance. Biden would ªre any military brass (“they’re going to be
gone”)191 who went public, Milley said, which was a move that Obama
was highly unlikely to have made (or threaten) in 2009, amid a different narra-
tive context (and, thus, a different civil-military balance).192 Milley further ex-
plained that because the military used tactics to expand what became a
progressively unpopular war in Afghanistan early in the Obama administra-
tion, military leaders were subsequently excluded from major decisions (such
as withdrawal from Iraq and troop reductions in Afghanistan). He wanted no
repeat of that. “We don’t box in a president,” he said.193 Biden intentionally
worked to avoid a repeat of this dynamic as well. He chose Austin as secretary
of defense because, based on his service under Obama, Biden trusted Austin to
keep promoters in the military from making public statements. Throughout
the 2021 debate on Afghanistan, Austin prevented the Joint Chiefs of Staff
from “going rogue,” according to one ofªcial. In the end, and in sharp contrast
to 2009, no top military brass went public.194 The weakened anti-terrorism nar-
rative had left military promoters no other choice. In essence, a weak liberal
discourse in public kept costs of inaction low, leaving Biden (and other civilian
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policy experts) more political space—something Obama preferred but never
found—to choose a full withdrawal from Afghanistan.

The Afghan debate was extensive—four NSC and ten deputy-level
meetings—with much attention centered on the terror threat from
Afghanistan.195 Biden and his closest advisers eventually concluded that the
threat was “relatively small” or “manageable” (in fact, back to pre-9/11 levels)
for the foreseeable future.196 Regarding the strategic-narrative argument,
Biden deemed it unlikely that severe or frequent attacks (i.e., those capable of
re-traumatizing the nation and increasing politically damaging costs of inac-
tion) would develop any time soon. According to ofªcials, Biden talked often
about the “lessons of Iraq” under Obama. Speciªcally, Biden concluded that
the weak Afghan terror threat meant that offshore methods were sufªcient to
avoid a repeat of the domestic political damage that Obama faced with the rise
of ISIS after the 2011 Iraq drawdown. For Biden, potential low severity and fre-
quency moving forward meant a weak liberal discourse moving forward
as well. With low future costs of inaction, Biden found, again, more space
for withdrawal. In fact, as opinion crystalized around modest future threats
from terrorism, Biden focused increasingly on his campaign promises, re-
minding his advisers that like his two predecessors, he pledged to end the war
in Afghanistan.197

As the strategic-narrative argument expects, Biden felt (again, in a way that
his predecessors did not) that he would also face considerable audience costs
of action if he chose not to fulªll his campaign pledge to leave Afghanistan.
The Taliban curtailed all attacks on U.S. forces after the February 2020 peace
deal, resulting in no U.S. casualties in Afghanistan in the year before Biden’s
inauguration. The administration concluded that staying in Afghanistan after
May 1, with no plan to leave, would inevitably mean a resumption of ªghting
and increased casualties. A senior ofªcial noted that “if we break the May 1st
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deadline negotiated by the previous administration with no clear exit plan, we
will be back at the war with the Taliban.”198 If so, Biden would then need to go
one step further and increase troops because 3,000 was, according to expert
opinion, insufªcient to ªght the Taliban.199 For a president who not only
promised to end the war but also now faced (unlike his predecessors early in
their terms) narrative-driven public opposition to the war, costs of action
were simply too high. “New U.S. casualties after a one-year hiatus under
Trump could be a political disaster,” noted an insider, “That was the last
thing Biden wanted.”200 It would mean “staying in Afghanistan forever,” said
one Biden aide, alluding to the dangers of these costs.201

Finally, it is worth noting that, in sharp contrast to the Obama/Trump cases,
moderators (all civilians) played an outsized role under Biden. According
to administration sources, Secretary of State Antony Blinken and National
Security Advisor Jake Sullivan—both longtime aides of Biden and critics of
the war (especially Sullivan)—were “truly running the Pentagon,” with the
“Pentagon [i.e., promoters] not making these decisions.” According to a law-
maker familiar with the process, “The civilian leaders essentially overruled the
generals on this.”202 Such an outcome is to be expected in a policymaking con-
text marked by a weak liberal discourse.

In an April 14 public statement, Biden explained his decision in narrative-
based terms that the nation understood. “Our reasons for remaining in
Afghanistan are becoming increasingly unclear,” Biden said, “We went
to Afghanistan because of a horriªc attack that happened twenty years
ago. That cannot explain why we should remain there in 2021.”203 Editors
at the Washington Post called Biden’s decision to leave the “easy way out of
Afghanistan.”204 They were right. When a long-standing liberal narrative col-
lapses as a lodestar for costly endeavors like war, politicians often choose the
easy way. They leave. To do otherwise simply costs too much.
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Conclusion

For nearly two decades, U.S. foreign policy was locked in the iron cage of a ro-
bust liberal narrative, centered around anti-terrorism. Born out of the trauma
of September 11 and sustained by terrorist attacks in the years after, the narra-
tive and politics around U.S. foreign policy kept audience costs of inaction
high, which prevented withdrawal from Afghanistan and brought U.S. forces
back to Iraq and into Syria. Presidents Obama and Trump calculated that with-
drawal was rational or strategic, but the pressure of narrative politics fore-
closed that option. From 2018 to 2021, the severity/frequency of terrorist
attacks declined signiªcantly, the anti-terrorism narrative weakened, audience
costs of inaction declined, and costs of action rose. Only in these narrative-
driven conditions did Trump (late in his presidency) and Biden ªnd space to
draw down from Afghanistan. In sum, the strategic-narrative argument offers
a strong account for both the length and end of the war in Afghanistan, espe-
cially against other leading arguments in international relations.

For the United States (and its allies) moving forward, these ªndings point to
two important strategic implications—one in the direction of continued vigi-
lance abroad, the other in the direction of restraint. First, as the United States
shifts attention away from the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and focuses more
on great power competition (i.e., China and Russia), U.S. policymakers cannot
turn their backs on terrorism.205 Doing so risks a resurgence of ISIS/al-Qaeda
that will re-traumatize the U.S. public, reanimate the anti-terrorism narrative,
and create the kind of costs-of-inaction politics that led to the decades-long,
overly expansive U.S. military engagements in the Middle East. Continued
vigilance against terrorism is vital, then, to keep the home front quiet
and, with that, to avoid strategic overstretch (such as the wars in Afghanistan
or Iraq) and to maintain focus on the more pressing matter today of great
power politics.

Second, the ªndings here also point to new standards that the United States
should apply to counterterrorism operations going forward. When it comes to
narrative-animating terrorist strikes—the kinds that are most likely to push
U.S. leaders toward expansive military action—U.S. citizens do not care about
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any and all forms of terrorism. In fact, they are quite discriminating. As a re-
cent example, consider the ISIS-K (Islamic State-Khorasan Province) attack at
the Kabul airport during the U.S. evacuation in August 2021. The attack
caused a major uproar across the United States, contributing to the negative
opinion that most U.S. citizens had of Biden’s handling of the withdrawal from
Afghanistan. But, as polls demonstrated, that Kabul attack (and other develop-
ments, like the Taliban victory in Afghanistan) did not generate a resurgence in
the anti-terrorism narrative and with that a reversal of Biden’s drawdown de-
cision.206 The reason? ISIS-K is almost exclusively a local threat, focused on
Afghanistan primarily. It has no capacity (or will, for that matter) to strike the
United States or its liberal democratic allies, especially those in the West. U.S.
citizens understand this. U.S. policymakers need to do the same, and on this
basis, show greater restraint in developing counterterrorism policy.

To this end, terrorists of global reach—meaning those with both the
will and the means to strike liberal states beyond the territories that they cur-
rently occupy—can and should become the central focus of U.S. counter-
terrorism policy. These kinds of terrorists represent the real threats to U.S.
security, both materially and in their narrative-generating potential. The
global-reach standard is at the center of President Biden’s post-Afghan over-
the-horizon counterterrorism strategy. The same standard needs to be applied
more broadly.

There is much work to do. Global-reach terrorist organizations are fewer
and far less potent than they were in the early 2010s. The decimation of the
central leadership of al-Qaeda and ISIS has resulted in a decentralization of
both organizations, which includes turning away from global objectives and
targets and focusing more on “parochial grievances and the promotion of . . .
local interests,” according to one study. In sum, “The deck is heavily stacked
against transnational jihadi groups.”207

Unfortunately, U.S. policy has not fully adjusted to this reality. Above all
else, too little distinction is made today in U.S. policy circles between local and
global terrorists. Consequently, the United States ªnds itself involved in an ex-
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pansive web of relatively low-level counterterrorism operations across Africa,
the Middle East, and Asia that involve everything from special forces raids to
joint military exercises and air/drone strikes.208 Some of this activity—such as
repeated strikes against al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula in the 2010s and
perhaps even against ISIS in Syria in 2022—is justiªed by global-reach stan-
dards. Much of it is not, however. For all its brutality, Boko Haram in Nigeria,
for instance, is a terror organization with local interests only. This does not
mean, of course, that the United States should ignore Boko Haram and others
like it—after all, local threats can sometimes become global. Surveillance, intel-
ligence sharing, and sometimes counterterrorism training with local partners
and governments are important. But the United States should pare back its di-
rect use of force against local terrorist groups. In these instances, force contrib-
utes little to U.S. security and runs the risk of escalation in ways that (like in
Afghanistan) drain valuable strategic resources.209

The lessons learned from a deeper understanding of strategic narratives
point to the need for a robust counterterrorism program today, that is, by the
same token, far less expansive and militaristic than that of the past two de-
cades. Striking this counterterrorism balance—that is, not too little, not too
much—will help manage narrative politics at home and, in turn, allow the
United States to not only maintain its own security but also contribute in posi-
tive ways to order and stability in a world marked by the exigencies of re-
newed great power competition.
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